Fire Alarm Systems and Equipment
All occupancy types

Fire Alarm System

☐ Panel: **Green light** – system ok
☐ Panel: **Any other color light** – TROUBLE or SUPERVISORY signal 901.6
☐ Fire alarm components/system are maintained in an operable condition at all times 901.6
☐ Panel: The date of installation is noted on the back-up batteries and replaced every five years 901.6
☐ The location of the circuit breaker is noted inside the fire alarm panel 901.6
☐ A lock-out is provided on the electrical panel for fire alarm circuit breaker and fire alarm bell 901.6
☐ Maintenance, inspection and test documentation is provided 901.6.2
☐ A sign is provided on the door if the fire alarm panel is enclosed 509.1
☐ Operating, testing and maintenance instructions are provided 901.6.2.1
☐ Fire watch is required or evacuate building when system is not working 901.7
☐ Construction permit is needed for installation and/or modification of system 105.7.6